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Learning Objectives in this Part of the Lesson

- Understand the implementation of a test driver program that runs the BerraQuotesClient class to invoke various methods on the BerraQuoteController

See [github.com/douglascraigschmidt/LiveLessons/tree/master/WebMVC/ex2](https://github.com/douglascraigschmidt/LiveLessons/tree/master/WebMVC/ex2)
Implementing the BerraQuotesTest Driver
Implementing the BerraQuotesTest Driver

```java
import org.springframework.beans.factory.annotation.Autowired;
import org.springframework.web.client.RestTemplate;
import org.springframework.stereotype.Service;

@Service
public class BerraQuotesTest {

    @Autowired
    private BerraQuotesClient testClient;

    // Some code...
}
```

See [github.com/douglascraigschmidt/LiveLessons/tree/master/WebMVC/ex2](https://github.com/douglascraigschmidt/LiveLessons/tree/master/WebMVC/ex2)
End of the BerraQuotes App Case Study: Test Driver